


 زبان انگلیسی یازدهم فصل دوم پرش - تستی

1 - I am very tired these days. Actually, I .................. a day off work since September.

didn’t take am not taking don’t take haven’t taken

2 - When I asked for a possible ……………… for why that was happening, the people at the office said they didn’t know.

explanation vacation imagination destination

3 - A: Would you like some coffee?

B: No thanks. I .................. some.

have already had have ever had never have had haven’t had yet

4 - I appreciate the ………………… for the afternoon tea party with your family,  but  unfortunately I  have to attend a

meeting.

invitation difference relationship experience

5 - The old method that you are reading about is ………………… used in modern laboratories.

suddenly loudly rarely fluently

6 - My parents have had this apartment .................. .

for I was a kid since I have been a kid for I have been a kid since I was a kid

7 - There is one .................. point we want to make about research which you have done recently.   

additional popular native fortunate

8 - Talk to her in a .................. manner, and ask why she’s reading and deleting your e-mails without letting you know.

slow tiny small calm

9 - If  we don’t  teach our children these values,  how can we honestly expect  them to become valuable and respectable

members of .................. ?

percent society difference disease

10 - At that time, though, my job as a manager for an Australian phone company made it  ..................  for  me to  leave

Australia.

impossible emotional impatient incomplete

11 - They were both smoking in the room and the smell of smoke .................. me feel sick.

take became gave made

12 - To be honest with you, I .................. Italian food.

have never eaten have ever eaten never have eaten ever have eaten

13 - As a result of the war between the two countries, the worst since 1900, many people died and thousands were made

……………… .

homeless unimportant famous dangerous
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14 - I like to do physical sports like .................. . I also enjoy .................. yoga in my free time.

to swim / doing swimming / doing to swim / to do swimming / to do

15 - The police says your brother is known to have had a relationship with a ………………… man who was wanted by

police in connection with a stolen car.

meaningless  careless  colorless  homeless

16 - It didn't take long for the news to .................. once it get into the newspaper.

get around get along turn off go away

17 - In this country, about twenty years ago, most children got a good .................. education in public schools.

general healthy emotional addicted

18 - Emily, whom I know well, .................. in a house full of music and began playing the piano in her early teens and played

right up to her death.

hurried up grew up called back made up

19 - You probably started jogging on 1st  January, tried really hard for a week, got a bit  bored, missed a day out,  then

.................. before February started.

gave up took off checked in grew up

20 - I was …………………, I wished Tom would move faster before a policeman saw him climbing the wall.

impatient impossible incomplete unimportant

21 - That famous doctor, who lives abroad, ………………… arrives in late August or early September and stays for about

six weeks.

recently properly suddenly generally

22 - I am not a football fan, so I ………………… watch the matches on TV.

always usually generally rarely

23 - Not only am I late getting started, but I also  .................. what to buy for everyone so far.

haven't decided hadn't decided didn't decide won't decide

24 - His back injury may .................. him from playing in the tournament.

exist prepare prevent attend

25 - Jim  ..................  back from a holiday a few days ago. But I  ..................  him so far.

came - didn't see have come - didn't see have come - haven't seen came - haven't seen

26 - It is important for the company to send engineers abroad to .................. experience and pass that knowledge to the other

members.

gain hurt plan cure

27 - Tom may just want to go down to the local park to ride a bike, .................. with his friends, and enjoy being with them.

climb up hang out put out take care
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28 - He ..................  my favorite actor since I saw him in his last film; he is the best, I believe.

was going to be would be has been was

29 - Matt works at the BBC company. He  ..................  there since  ..................  .

worked - in 2005 has been working - in 2005 has worked - 2005 worked - 2005

30 - Which word is different from the other ones?

opinion title idea thought

31 - I remember that twenty years ago, most children got a good .................. education in public schools.

general calm depressed asleep

32 - The doctor advised me to .................. my health by regular daily exercise.

practice improve produce measure

33 - When I was a kid, my grandmother .................. and since then I .................. my grandfather.

has died / haven’t seen died / haven’t seen died / didn’t see has died / didn’t see

34 - Doctors soon realized that this drug was also .................. in curing the patients.

depressed retired physical effective

35 - This type of plant, which is .................. here, is commonly found in the montains of south America.

recent rare formal brief

36 - It is no wonder that winter time is when most people break their exercise routines, start unhealthy eating habits and gain

.................. .

laughter pyramid attention weight

37 - It is hard to change the .................. of a lifetime, but you must eat more healthily or you will have a heart attack.

prices diseases servings habits

38 - A: When .................. spaghetti first?

B: I guess I .................. spaghetti first in 1995 when I was in Italy.

have you eaten / ate did you eat / ate

did you eat / have you eaten have you eaten / have you eaten

39 - Some weight problems are caused by an  .................. to sugar and fat.

addiction addition explanation expression

40 - Jane didn't have much time so she just  .................. through the report before the meeting.

skimmed typed considered decided

41 - We are going to discuss the need to  .................. our understanding of the endangered languages and the ways to save

them.

disappear dislike rethink receive

42 - Regional water shortages are causing problems and are  .................. to become the cause of wars in the near future.

translated predicted discussed observed
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43 - People never understand how important any moment of life is while their valuable life passes in a .................. .

heartbeat lifestyle mission society

44 - I have to say that unfortunately your son is a physically well-developed teenager with the .................. and mental level of

a four-year-old.

scientific emotional healthy careful

45 - My grandfather is loved and visited by many, and is ………………… alone.

always rarely often usually

46 - It’s sad that some parents don’t really seem to know who their children .................. with.

climb up check in look for hang out

47 - By exercising often, you can  .................. your chance of developing heart disease.

describe decrease improve disagree

48 - Choose the odd word out.

hobby diet serving dish

49 - My best friend and I ..................  each other for over fifteen years. We still get together once a week.

knew have known know was knowing

50 - Doctors need more information about your daughter’s physical and mental condition, including any functional mental

.................. or behavioral problems.

interest disorder pyramid patient

51 - At this time of year, around when the clocks go back, I start to feel really tired and .................., and I find myself eating

junk food and then I gain weight.

ashamed depressed effective incomplete

52 - As a child he sometimes ..................  time away from the unhealthy air  of  Dublin with his  mother’s  family in the

Blackwater Valley.

attended fought retired spent

53 - I have, as have other people in similar situations, developed the .................. to almost see in the dark.

society ability culture laughter

54 - My sister will also find it very difficult to have to attend public and social ………………… without her husband.

problems events spaces skills

55 - This drug is highly ………………… when used within the first several hours after you do exercise.

effective emotional favorite wonderful

56 - A: Excuse me, sir. Can I talk to Mr. Morison, please?

B: I’m sorry. He’s not here. He .................. out.

went has gone is going wil go
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57 - Is it important to be on time? Yes  .................. on time is important.

you be you being being be

58 - I have a lot of respect for Max, because he is very hard-working, generous, calm and  .................. honest.

at least once more above all all around

59 - We all want our children to have the best possible chance of  .................. .

invention creation illness happiness

60 - These day, people usually don’t  .................. with their neighbors as much as they did in the past.

influence measure socialize recreate
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